Instructions from Martin Luther King Blvd. Exit (note: old maps will show this as Pennsylvania Ave.)

Turn left at light (Canyon Crest Ave.). Look for access road on the right (there is no stop sign, but a fence runs along the side of the road and a gate opens to the access road). If you reach a dip in the road you have gone too far. The Turfgrass Research Project is located on the left, in two light green buildings. The offices are in the left building.

Instructions from University Ave. Exit

Go east from the freeway, towards the foothills and the main campus. At second light turn right (it is just before the road veers to the left). At second stop sign turn right, down a hill and under the freeway. Continue past next light (Martin Luther King Blvd.). Look for access road on the right (there is no stop sign, but a fence runs along the side of the road and a gate opens to the access road). If you reach a dip in the road you have gone too far. The Turfgrass Research Project is located on the left, in two light green buildings. The offices are in the left building.
If you reach a dip in the road, you've gone too far!